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Editor’s Desk
Dear SWSers,
Our network has been busy bringing our feminist mission to the world during
the 2022 late winter and spring seasons, and in this issue you wll find many
updates on the details of this work. The Timely Topics column features writing
from two SWS student members, Kejsi Ruka and Shuchi Sanyal, on their work
with SWS. Also inside is news of 2020 SWS Feminist Activist Lecturer Ophra
Leyser-Whalen’s visit to Moorehead State University, reflections from Kelly
Grace, a 2019 Social Actions Inititaive Award recipient, on the impact of the
award, and details of the broad reach our members have through publications
and feminist impact work.
This issue begins a series conceptualized by the Publications Committee during
last summer’s committee meetings to highlight the work of SWS’s 14
committees. First is the Discrimination Committee, where Co-Chairs Tracy E.
Ore and Marisela Martinez-Cola share important information about the
committee’s mission and the Allon Fund.
Also inside are messages from our dedicated SWS leadership, information
about the 2022 Summer Meeting in Los Angeles, memories and highlights from
the 2022 Winter Meeting in Santa Ana Pueblo, and memoriam pieces for our
esteemed colleagues, Esther Chow and Judy Wittner. All this, and there’s more!
Thank you to all of the contributors, and to Barret Katuna and Natasha Santana
in the Executive Office for all of your support. It’s an honor to serve in this
capacity to help amplify the mission of SWS and the important work of our
membership.
Please send news of your publications, accomplishments, feminist impact work,
committee reports, inquiries for Timely Topics, etc. for the 2022 Summer Issue
to swsnewsletter@socwomen.org by August 15, 2022. The issue will include
more reports of SWS’ers out in the world and a section dedicated to family,
friends, and loved ones lost in the COVID-19 pandemic. Use THIS FORM to
submit names of your loved ones to be included in our next issue.
In Solidarity,

Melissa D. Day

NN Editor (2021-2025)

President’s Column
Dear SWSers,
I’d like to start my column celebrating the Summer Solstice and the wonderful
news we’ve received regarding members who successfully closed the
2021-2022 academic year, published, were promoted, defended theses and
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dissertations, found jobs and more!!! Also, I’d like to highlight that these accomplishments deserve an even louder applause
given the still very difficult times we are traversing due to the pandemic. Besides, I’d like to make a toast to all of you for
whichever personal matters that you know deserve to be celebrated as well! ¡Salud!
I’m also happy to share with you that the 2022 Summer Meeting “Rethinking Feminist Sociologies in the Era of Global
Pandemics – Part Two” includes a very engaging and constructive program building on our recent Winter Meeting. In
appreciation of the work done by the Program Committee (Tracy Ore, Verónica Montes, Erika Busse, Alexis Grant-Panting,
and MaryAnn Vega) and your excellent submissions, I’d like to underscore that we have a set of roundtables, panels and
workshops that you will really want to work into your schedules. We will also have themed conversation tables in the
mornings, over coffee, to create opportunities for SWSers to meet, chat
informally and create connections with other members, as well as a chance to
go for a walk in downtown LA with a community insider and dear SWSer,
Verónica Montes on Friday, right after the ASA Welcome Reception. As it’s
customary, our Summer meeting will include the Awards Banquet featuring a
talk by Brittany Battle, the 2021 Feminist Activist Awardee, and will offer an
opportunity to celebrate together the truly exceptional work of our members.
Moreover, there will be a series of presidential sessions that will be recorded to
be later included in the SWS YouTube Channel. First, we will have the opening
plenary on “Decolonizing and Reimagining Feminist Sociologies in the Era of
Global Pandemics” with speakers Mary Romero, Carmela Roybal, Nancy López
and stef shuster. Then, we will have a two part panel “On Publishing,” including
on the one hand, authors of a variety of publications (journal special issues,
anthologies, edited volumes, books, journal articles, op-eds, etc.), and on the
other hand, editors of books and journals from different venues (Meridians,
Contemporary Sociology, Bristol University Press, and SAGE). These panels are
structured to allow plenty of time for participants to raise questions and
generate a rich conversation to demystify the process of writing and publishing.
In recognition of the importance of interdisciplinary approaches to the
development of feminsit sociologies, we will have a workshop celebrating bell
hooks´ contributions to feminism and beyond, chaired by Chriss Sneed, who
promises to create an engaging space to discuss, tinker, imagine, and create in
memory of her passing in December, 2021.
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Last, but not least, we will have a plenary honoring the trajectory and legacy of our dear Esther Chow, who passed away
this past April. This plenary will include Esther’s colleagues who will speak about her career and the creation of the Esther
Ngan-ling Chow and Mareyjoyce Green Dissertation Scholarship Award, as well as awardees who are at different stages of
their careers to reflect on the significance of the award for their professional paths.
Our program also highlights ASA´s plenaries, organized by SWSer and ASA President Cecilia Menjívar, as well as several
receptions, including the ASA Minority Fellowship Reception including the SWS 2022 ASA Minority Fellows, Theresa
Hice-Fromille, University of California, Santa Cruz and Carla Salazar Gonzalez, University of California, Los Angeles, who
will also join us at our Awards Banquet. We know that it is usually hard to balance scheduling between SWS and ASA’s
programming, but hope that you can make time to attend as many sessions of our Summer Meeting as possible. We also
hope that you make use of our “Hospitality Suite,” which will be open every day from 7:00am to 5:00pm, where you can
trust to find a friendly, welcoming space to relax, decompress and chat with fellow SWSers.
Before closing, I’d like to make reference to a historic event that has just taken place in Colombia. You may remember that in
one of our plenaries of our last Winter Meeting, we were able to hear from Professor Aurora Vergara (Universidad ICESI)
who devoted her talk to “El Efecto Francia” (The Francia Effect) in reference to the sociological phenomenon that Francia
Márquez, then candidate to the Presidency of Colombia, meant for the country as well as Latin America, the Americas, and
the world. An Afro-Colombian woman, social and environmental leader, had become the third pre-candidate most voted in
Colombia in March based on a campaign that, as Vergara indicated, presented a version of Afro-Colombian intersectional
feminism that emphasized the need to move away from preestablished political practices that had systematically oppressed
the most vulnerable populations in the country. For the second round of the presidential elections, which were held on June
19th, she allied with Gustavo Petro to run as Vice-President. In line with Vergara’s analysis, “el efecto Francia” became even
stronger, and the Petro/Francia ticket won. The historical weight of this election is two-fold, to say the very least. First, they
are the first ever elected democratic government that brings the political left to lead the country. Second, Francia is the first
ever Afro-Colombian to be elected as Vice-President or a top position of government. Moreover, Francia has humble origins,
and her not being a member of the middle or higher classes also represents a radical change in the way that social class had
played a major role to occupy office in Colombia. Undoubtedly, “El efecto Francia'' deserves to be paid attention to,

especially because of the hurdles this new government will certainly face in the future. Let’s celebrate Francia Márquez and
demonstrate our transnational, intersectional support as feminists by acknowledging and learning from her trajectory,
courage and impact! Looking forward to seeing you in Los Angeles in August!

Roberta Villalón

SWS President
P.S. As this column was going to press, we were hit by the horrific yet not surprising news of the Supreme Court overturning
Roe v. Wade. The end of the constitutional right to abortion after almost fifty years not only opens the door for states to ban
the procedure but even in a more worrisome fashion, it signals the beginning of the end to women’s rights in the U.S. The
strength with which radical right wing politics is becoming more and more entrenched in this country is undoubtedly scary.
As feminists, we must overcome the shock of this tremendous defeat and decidedly face this crisis strategically in
acknowledgement of the complexity of the situation. A situation that clearly calls us to focus on gender and sexuality to
confront the persistence of heteropatriarchy in the United States, but also demands that we clearly articulate their
intersection with ethnoracial regimes that rest on White Supremacy and fundamentalist versions of Christianity as well as
capitalist systems that rely on bodies to be made disposable globally. Indeed, as we become engaged in the struggle to
counter this affront, we ought to maintain a transnational perspective to be able to learn from other experiences – like
Barbara Sutton articulated in her plenary presentation last Winter Meeting when she spoke about the “Marea Verde'' in Latin
America – as well as find allies across borders. At SWS, we are working on a statement and call for action, and on my end, I
am planning for an “emergency plenary” to be held in our upcoming Summer Meeting on this matter. Stay tuned, take care,
and keep up the struggle!

Co-Presidents-Elect Message
Mary J. Osirim & Melanie Heath
First, we would like to thank Roberta Villalón for her hard work to plan such an amazing hybrid 2022 Winter Meeting that
took place virtually in February 2022 and in New Mexico in March and April 2022. We are very excited to announce that our
2023 Winter Meeting will take place at the Sheraton New Orleans from January 12 to 15, 2023. By moving to this earlier
timeframe in January, we were able to secure a lower room rate—$179 per night. The room rates for later in January or
earlier in February were much more expensive, and we have worked hard to find a reasonable price for our members.
With its complicated colonial and racial history, New Orleans offers us important perspective on the continuing social
inequalities that we as feminist sociologists work to dismantle. First colonized by France, then Spain, Louisiana became an
American territory in 1803 with the Louisiana Purchase. We know that the United States didn’t just purchase land but the
right to displace Native Americans from that land. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, New Orleans became a major
hub of the slave trade. It is also home to a rich history of resistance. From the migration of Haitians to the end of the Civil
War, New Orleans had one of the largest populations of free people of color in the South, shaping its culture. Its history of
tragedy has also consistently deepened racial divides. For example, when Hurricanes Katrina and Rita hit New Orleans in
2005, the poorly designed levee system failed and flooded 80 percent of the city; the parts not flooded were significantly
whiter than the parts that were. People of color in New Orleans have long fought these racial disparities, and we are excited
to meet in this wonderful city so full of life and history.
Given the history of migration in New Orleans, and our areas of expertise, our theme for the 2023 Winter Meeting will be
“Migrations and Sexualities.” Broad questions we will consider are: To what extent is sexual identity a push factor leading to
migration from one’s home nation? How might sexual practices vary with migration? How has migration shaped same-sex
sexualities? How can we understand the stigmas about sexual behavior for those coming to North America from nations with
high rates of HIV/AIDS, such as Southern Africa and Haiti? What are the issues of global reproductive justice that we are
currently facing? To begin to answer these questions, a focus on intersectional identities is crucial. Those who experience
minoritized statuses based on their race, ethnicity, sexuality, gender identity, social class, and religion, as well as other
identities, will experience migration differently than those from the mainstream/majority populations. The conference theme
gives particular attention to women from the Global South and women of color in the Global North.
We hope that you will attend our session at the 2022 Summer Meeting this August on “Migrations and Sexualities: A
Preview of the 2023 Winter Meeting in New Orleans.” We, as Co-Presidents-Elect along with SWS members from the
Program and Local Arrangements Committees will provide an overview of the history of New Orleans and a preview of the
broad questions we plan to address.
In looking towards the future, our goal is to continue to nurture efforts made by our members and the International
Committee to further SWS’s global reach. By focusing our conference theme on the intersections of global sexualities and
migration, we seek to foster relationships with scholars in areas that have not always been well-represented in SWS. We
will increase our relationships/partnerships with national and transnational community organizations and associations that
are focused on advancing the position of women—both cisgender and non-binary—nationally and globally. Another goal is

to further outreach to international faculty and students, especially those in the Global South. For example, we will seek to
raise funds to provide memberships to students from the Global South and to encourage their participation in our meetings.
We will work with SWS members to nurture the next generation of international scholars by partnering with/developing
mentoring relationships with Global South students and junior scholars. We will continue to advance the anti-racism work of
SWS through outreach to first-generation, underrepresented BIPOC, trans and non-binary faculty, students, and practitioners
both nationally and internationally. We look forward to hearing from you with ideas and suggestions on ways we can further
these goals. Please stay tuned for the opening of our submission system and Call for Papers later this summer 2022.
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From the Executive Officer
Greetings from the Executive Office in South Glastonbury, Connecticut.
It was truly a dream to be able to see so many of you in New Mexico at the 2022 SWS Winter Meeting in March/April 2022. I
left the meeting feeling inspired and energized as I always am from our in-person meetings. I want to take the opportunity to
once again thank all of the people who contributed to making the meeting such a huge success, especially our Program
Committee led by SWS President, Roberta Villalón and our Program Committee Chair, Tracy Ore. It was a labor of love to
watch Roberta and Tracy pivot to all of the changing needs of our members given the scheduling changes due to the
meeting date change. We demonstrated that we would power through the challenges to give our members the meeting that
they deserved. I want to thank you all for your supportive messages and patience as we powered through and shifted gears
a few different times, planned a virtual and in-person meeting, live-streamed meetings, and provided live translation for the
first time via our Zoom meeting platform. I also want to thank my assistant, Natasha Santana, for being so flexible and ready
to assist as we rescheduled all of our programming. I am so incredibly grateful to be able to witness feminist leadership at its
best on a daily basis in my role as Executive Officer of SWS.
I am excited about what lies ahead for SWS as we prepare to gather in Los Angeles this Summer 2022 and also prepare for
our next in-person Winter Meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana in January 2023. Co-Presidents-Elect, Mary J. Osirim, Melanie
Heath, and I recently had the opportunity to tour hotels for our site selection visit in New Orleans. Mary and Melanie make
the most amazing team with a shared vision for the 2023 Winter Meeting. I am
very much looking forward to working with them in the months and years ahead.
We certainly do have many challenges ahead as we prepare to host our 2023
Winter Meeting in a space where abortion is no longer a legal right. I remain
confident that we will be able to form alliances across borders to strengthen our
movement for abortion and reproductive justice that is so entangled in systemic
oppressions as we note in the statement released on June 27, 2022.
Please continue to watch your email inboxes for important information about the
Summer Meeting, the SWS Response to the Overturning of Roe v. Wade, the 2022
Election of Officers that will take place in October 2022, and more ways that you
can stay engaged with SWS and beyond via workshops, collaborations, and
sharing your information for our Expert Database. Thank you all for your continued
support. I wish you all a restful and enjoyable summer.

Barret Katuna

SWS Executive Officer
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Barret’s email: swseo.barretkatuna@outlook.com, Barret’s cell: 860-989-5651

COMMITTEE NEWS & REPORTS
2022 Summer Open Committee Meetings
Committees are a great way to learn about and become more involved with SWS. This cycle, some meetings will
be held via Zoom ahead of the 2022 Summer Meeting in Los Angeles and some will take place in August during
the 2022 Summer Meeting (August 5-9, 2022). Learn more about SWS Committees HERE. Learn more about the
Committee Chairs HERE.
Virtual Committee Meetings (Via Zoom)
Career Development Committee - PAST
Thursday, June 16, 2:00 pm – 3:30 pm EDT
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIqduutqjwpGd1Q9-IXXUPWbzWCRtb5dyfv
Media Relations Committee - PAST
Wednesday, June 29, 11:30 am – 1:00 pm EDT
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUocu-pqjgqE9U-NA3_LW8cpvqwMSYBAjLk
International Committee
Friday, July 22, 1:00 pm – 2:30 pm EDT
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZYld–pqz0rG9NOg8Yr4TWHXQync4Mk3x9B
Sister to Sister Committee
Wednesday, July 27, 1:00 pm – 2:30 pm EDT
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85292382199?pwd=bFlmWGYzUEdSSTFlVUdYZ1dwckg3QT09
Awards Committee
Thursday, July 28, 11:00 am – 12:00 pm EDT
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMlde6qrzIrGdXVmQnQFElWeR5zsUFn7jsG
Social Action Committee
Monday, August 1, 12:00 pm – 1:30 pm EDT
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEvdO-prj8vGtWHP-biZFsHWbJPnSoZTHCW

In-Person Committee Meetings
Academic Justice Committee
Friday, August 5, 3:00 pm – 4:30 pm PDT
Los Angeles Convention Center, Room 514
Committee on Discrimination
Monday, August 8, 10:00 am – 11:30 am PDT
Los Angeles Convention Center, Room 514
Membership Committee
Monday, August 8, 3:00 pm – 4:30 pm PDT
Los Angeles Convention Center, Room 513
Student Caucus
To Be Determined ….

AWARDS COMMITTEE
Chair: Maria Cecilia Hwang
Dr. Ophra Leyser-Whalen the 2020 Feminist Activist Lecturer Visits Morehead State University
By: Bernadette Barton
The campus of Morehead State University in Morehead, Kentucky enjoyed an invigorating visit with Dr. Ophra
Leyser-Whalen, the 2020 Feminist Activist Lecturer in April of 2022. Dr. Leyser-Whalen spoke on, "Reproductive Rights in
Texas and Beyond: What's the Future for Kentucky?" to a mixed audience of campus community members.
Delayed because of Covid, Gender Studies faculty, staff, and students appreciated the opportunity to finally gather
face-to-face, and reflect on the status of reproductive rights in red Bible Belt states. Unfortunately, the future is looking grim
right now in Kentucky as well as Texas, and many other states. Most significantly, Dr. Leyser-Whalen shared that Roe v.
Wade would likely be overturned this summer, a bombshell that left many of us reeling.
The Gender Studies program at MSU is extremely grateful to SWS for supporting Dr. Leyser-Whalen’s trip to our campus,
for bringing intellectual resources to the campus, and facilitating an essential conversation about reproductive justice.

PHOTOS (Courtesey of Bernadette Barton): (left) Dr. Leyser-Whalen delivering her talk, “Reproductive Rights in Texas and
Beyond: What’s the Future for Kentucky?” to MSU campus community members; (right) SWSers Dr. Leyser-Whalen and
Bernadette Barton at Dr. Leyser-Whalen’s talk

FALL AWARDS & DEADLINES

Awards with the October 1st, 2022 at 11:59 pm Eastern Time deadline are:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Feminist Mentoring Award
Feminist Activism Award
Feminist Lecturer Award
Undergraduate Social Action Award
Cheryl Allyn Miller Award
Social Actions Initiative Awards

The awards portal for these applications will open later this summer. Please stay tuned. For more information, visit our
website: https://socwomen.org/awards/
**If you are interested in making a gift to support any of our awards or scholarships, please contact Barret Katuna,
Executive Officer, at swseo.barretkatuna@outlook.com, or make a gift via this form:
https://sws.memberclicks.net/donation-form.

DISCRIMINATION COMMITTEE
Co-Chairs: Tracy Ore & Marisela Martinez-Cola

MEDIA RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Chair: Erin Baker
FEMINIST INTERSECTIONS PODCAST CALL FOR GUESTS

The podcast’s producers are currently looking for guests to be featured in our 2022 episodes. Our theme for the year is
aligned with the 2022 Winter and Summer meetings theme: “Rethinking Feminist Sociologies in the Era of Global
Pandemics.” If your work is in conversation with this theme – directly or indirectly – we want to hear from you! We want to
feature activism, community work, applied sociology, and research in our episodes. For more information SEE HERE.

SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE
Co-Chairs: Kris De Welde & Heather R. Hlavka
The Social Actions Initiative Awards (SAIA) are an initiative of the SWS Social Action Committee which engages SWS in
projects that facilitate achieving its goals of promoting social justice through local and national activism and via members’
research, teaching and community service. The SAIA awards began in 2016 as a mechanism to support and encourage the
social activism of SWS members and their direct actions impacting their communities (locally, regionally, nationally, and
globally). Current SWS members can apply for funding up to $1,000 to support broadly defined social action initiatives (e.g.,
advocacy, public education, organizing, movement-building) that also support the mission of SWS. Awards are given out
twice per year on a competitive basis until funds are fully dispersed (submission deadlines April 1 and October 1).
Kelly Grace was one of three recipients of a 2021 SAIA. Below, Kelly shares a brief report that summarizes how the SAIA
supported the Society of Gender Professionals.

SAIA Report Feminist Communities of Practice:
Society of Gender Professionals Gender Circles Gender Café
By: Kelly Grace
Based on feminist principles of social learning and communities of practice, the Society of Gender Professionals (SGP)
supports SGP “Circles,” or chapters of members, to work in specific thematic/geographic areas, to network, to collaborate and
to provide professional development for feminist academics/practitioners/activists. Circles conduct applied research, develop
South-South collaborations for feminist action, and work together to raise the profile of gender expertise around the world.
Membership is international, with leadership mostly from the Global South, working in underserved contexts and with
minoritized communities. Together, they bring marginalized voices to international arenas. Covid-19 has threatened these
voices further as feminist academic, practitioners and activists risk falling out of connection with global networks and
associated resources.
With the Social Action Initiarive (SAIA) award, SGP was able to support and amplify South-South Circle collaboration by
bringing together Circle Co-Leads and SGP members together for a virtual event that renewed awareness around Circles,
inspired further Circle activism, attracted new members, and united feminist activists, practitioners, and academics during the
time of the Covid-19 crisis. We did this by hosting our First Annual Circles Symposium on November 17, 2021. This event
was the culmination of months of collaborative planning by Circle Co-Leads and dedicated members, the SGP secretariat,
and SGP interns. Four Circles (The Workplace Sexual Harassment Circle, the Breaking Gender/Sex Binaries Circle, the
Self-Care Circle, and the Job Seeker and Employment Circle) collaborated in the launching of the event. This event attracted
SGP members and non-members from around the world and foatered conversations of how to improve circles, start new
circles, and engage in feminist activism through professional communities of practice. From this event, we gained increased
interest in new Circles. Most importantly, this even laid the foundation for Circle-Circle interaction and collaboration for a
future event and for shared activities between Circles.
SAIA funds were used for honorariums for Circle Co-Leads for their work in creating the event, with further work planned for
creating a “Circles Starter Pack;” this is envisioned as a detailed set of materials which will facilitate the creation of circles
and support their feminist activism. Additionally, Circle Co-Leads will use the funds to update the Circles Website pages,
creating interactive and accessible online spaces for engagement, sharing and collaboration.

**If you are interested in making a gift to support any of our awards or scholarships, please contact Barret
Katuna, Executive Officer, at swseo.barretkatuna@outlook.com, or make a gift via this form:
https://sws.memberclicks.net/donation-form.

TIMELY TOPICS
SWS Student Members Spotlight
Bringing My Research To the World With SWS
By: Kejsi Ruka

My research experience first began after my freshman year through my university’s STAR program, a selective program to
engage undergraduates in research. I study the important intersection of gender and corruption. Given their increased
exposure and dependence on public services, women, particularly poor women, suffer disproportionately from the
consequences of corruption. Women tend to be the care-takers of the family, which means that they have to engage with
multiple corrupt industries on a regular basis in order to meet their basic needs, including health care, education, and public
utilities. In the political sphere, corruption perpetuates gender inequality, with women being less likely to be elected to office.
Often, women are portrayed as the ultimate solution to corruption, where they can serve as “political cleaners” who can help
countries or companies reduce corruption by their very presence. We need more feminist research that explores the
relationship between gender and corruption beyond the current monolithic and one dimensional understanding.
With the support of Dr. Kristy Kelly at Drexel’s School of Education, I have explored the gaps in anti-corruption work, both in
practitioner spaces and in scholarly literature. In the past few months, I have studied training as a key entry point for
addressing both gender equality and anti-corruption. Training and education encourages gender equality practitioners and
anti-corruption experts to see the intersection of their work. So far, I have studied the way gender is or is not represented in
anti-corruption training. In order to study this topic, aside from familiarizing myself with the academic literature, I have also
been taking several online training courses on anti-corruption and gender equality provided by a number of different sources.
By taking these courses myself, I can explore how corruption is developed as a topic, and whether this understanding of
corruption is gendered or if it ignores gender altogether. Through mapping this field, I have identified some key gaps in
current training, but also important opportunities to mainstream gender into anti-corruption training.
In March 2022, I presented my research findings through a panel presentation as part of the 65th Sesson of the United
Nations Commission on the Status of Women. Shortly after, I had the opportunity to attend and present at the Sociologists
for Women in Society (SWS) Conference in Santa Ana Pueblo, New Mexico from March 31 to April 3, 2022. SWS is a
professional organization that creates an important space for sociological feminist theory and research, while also aiming to
promote feminist leadership and lead social justice activism. My faculty mentor, Dr. Kelly, introduced me to this organization,
being a member herself. Understanding the importance of building a network of support in academia, Dr. Kelly encouraged
me to attend the conference and use it as an opportunity to gain feedback on my research while also meeting other scholars
in the field. My greatest barrier to attending the conference was the cost, so I was incredibly grateful in receiving the Travel
Grant as a means to fund my trip across the country.
When I first landed in New Mexico, I was beyond excited, as this was my first time traveling to the West Coast and flying by
myself. One of the immediate differences I noticed in New Mexico was the reddish
terrain and scenic mountains on the drive to the hotel. Once I arrived, I attended a
networking session for student SWS members. From this experience, I chatted
with graduate students from across the world and asked for tips on applying to
grad school, how they chose their school, and what type of research they were
working on. I also met a few undergraduate students and had the chance to
discuss our different experiences in research and what careers we planned to
pursue in the future. In the next few days, my schedule was packed with different
events I wanted to attend - Book Salons, Roundtable, Panel Presentations, and
Plenary Talks.
As a new member of SWS, I participated in The Hand Program which is
essentially a way for new members to meet older, more established members in
the field. For the conference, I was paired to be mentored by Dr. Barbara Risman,
who is a critical scholar in sociology as well as a founding member of SWS. Dr.
Risman is also the current Editor in Chief for Gender & Society, which is a
top-ranked academic journal in the field. Through meeting with her, I received
insight into the behind the scenes process of publishing academic papers and
maintaining a publication. Additionally, having been in the field for many years, Dr.
Risman provided important advice on graduate school and advice for my research
project.
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At the conference, I had the opportunity to present my research, “Corruption is Not an Equal Opportunity Institution: A
Gendered Analysis of Anti-Corruption Training,” at a Roundtable alongside other scholars. Though I was initially nervous
about the presentation, everyone was super welcoming and provided great feedback on my work. I presented to a number of
different graduate students and sociology professors, which gave me a chance to practice my presentation skills in front of a
non-Drexel audience. Overall, my experience at the SWS conference went beyond my expectations. I went into the
conference with the mindset that I would simply be presenting my research, but I ended up meeting some incredible people,
having important conversations around feminist research, and enjoyed a variety of enriching opportunities SWS had to offer.

Kejsi Ruka is a junior at Drexel University majoring in Global Studies and minoring in Political Science and Spanish.

What is Colleges for CEDAW?
By: Shuchi Sanyal

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) was adopted by the United
Nations (UN) General Assembly on December 18, 1979. Known as the “international bill of rights for women,” CEDAW aims
to eliminate discrimination against all women and girls. Countries that ratify CEDAW commit to respect, protect, and fulfill
women's rights and to eliminate all forms of gender discrimination through law, policy, and practice. They also commit to
report on progress to the UN Committee set up to monitor CEDAW compliance. CEDAW is aimed at national governments,
but also provides useful guidance to local and state governments. The U.S. is one of only six countries in the world that has
not ratified CEDAW. You can read more about CEDAW HERE.
What is Colleges for CEDAW?
Colleges for CEDAW was born at the Sociologists for Women in Society (SWS) 2019 Summer Meeting when SWS Intern,
Shuchi Sanyal, first learned about CEDAW and wondered: “Why don’t I know about this? Why don’t my peers know about
this?” Convinced that CEDAW is critical to global gender equality, including in the United States, Shuchi helped to conceive
Colleges for CEDAW along with other SWS sociologists.
Colleges for CEDAW is a student-led activist initiative that connects feminist global action to local college campuses and
their respective communities. It engages younger generations in the development of gender-relevant public policy through a
gender audit that assesses the extent of gender inequality on their campus. The audit includes action needed to achieve full
gender equality at their college. In addition, Colleges for CEDAW encourages students to serve their community through a
gender action project.
Who can join Colleges for CEDAW?
Colleges for CEDAW is open to all college and university students. Chapters have been established at Hollins University in
Virginia and Boston University. If you would like to create a chapter or join the international team, please contact the SWS
CEDAW Subcommittee chair Vicky Demos at demosvp@morris.umn.edu
Sources:
http://citiesforcedaw.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CEDAW_2-Pager_15-March-2018.pdf
https://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/text/econvention.htm#intro
https://www.uswomenscaucus.org/colleges-for-cedaw/

Shuchi Sanyal (she/her) served as SWS Intern through May 2022. She identifies as an

Asian American woman of Indian descent. Shuchi studies sociology and psychology at
Hollins University – a small, liberal arts, women’s college in Virginia. She aspires to
someday become a child advocate with a concentration in educational rights, as she is a firm
believer that our future is dependent on education reform across the globe. During her time
as the SWS Intern, she has been a member of the CEDAW Subcommittee and launched the
Colleges for CEDAW Program.
Congratulations to Shuchi as she just graduated from Hollins University in Spring 2022!
Thank you for all you did for SWS as our intern. Cheers to you as you prepare for your next
chapter!

**“Timely Topics” is a recurring short column (~1,000-words) in Network News. We are looking for
submissions! Send your inquiries and ideas to the Editor at swsnewsletter@socwomen.org.

MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS
Publications
ARTICLES

★ Braden Leap, Kimberly Kelly, Marybeth C. Stalp, "Choreographing Social Reproduction: Making Personal Protective
Equipment and Gender During a Neoliberal Pandemic" in Gender, Work, & Organization.

★ Nicole Fox and Alexa Sardina, “Remembering Rape: America’s First Memorial to Sexual Violence” in Journal of
Interpersonal Violence.

★ Christin Munsch, “Strength, Stamina, and Structural Violence in the Social Sciences” in The Journal of Men’s Studies.
★ Melissa D. Day and Rebecca Glauber, “Do Stepmothers Pay a Wage Penalty?” in Journal of Family Issues.
★ Joya Misra, Ethel Mickey, Ember Kanelee, and Laurel Smith-Doerr, “Creating Inclusive Department Climates in
STEM Fields” in Journal of Diversity in Higher Education.

★ Ethel Mickey, Joya Misra, and Dessie Clark, “The Persistence of Neoliberal Logics in Faculty Evaluations amidst
Covid-19: Recalibrating Towards Equity” in Gender, Work, & Organizations.

★ Dessie Clark, Ethel Mickey, and Joya Misra, “Growing the Roots of Equity: The TREE Model of Institutional
Response to COVID-19” in Journal of Diversity in Higher Education.

NEW BOOKS

★ Marisela Martinez-Cola, (2022). The Bricks before Brown: The Chinese American, Native American, and Mexican
Americans’ Struggle for Educational Equality. University of Georgia Press.

★ Joya Misra and Kyla Walters, (2022). Walking Mannequins:
Clothing Work. University of California Press.

How Race and Gender Inequalities Shape Retail

★ Heather R. Hlavka and Sameena Mulla, (2021). Bodies in Evidence: Race, Gender, and Science in Sexual Assault

Adjudication. New York University Press. Learn more about the book from their podcast interviews for Coffee Chats With
Researchers and New Books Network.

★ Pallavi Banerjee, (2022). The Opportunity Trap: High-Skilled Workers, Indian Families, and the Failures of the
Dependent Visa Program. New York University Press.

★ Victoria Reyes, (2022). Academic Outsider: Stories of Exclusion and Hope. Stanford University Press.
★ Kelsy Burke, (2022). The Pornography Wars: The Past, Present, and Future of America's Obscene Obsession.
Bloomsbury.

BOOK CHAPTERS

★ Melissa D. Day, “Agency (and Intention)” in The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Sociology.

Celebrations - Congratulations!!!
★ Jazmyne Washington, who served as Administrative Officer for SWS from 2012-2015 and from 2016-2017, has a
new job as a Tenure Track Instructor of Sociology at Housatonic Community College.

★ Theresa Hice-Fromille and Carla Salazar Gonzalez are the 2022-2023 ASA Minority Fellowship Awardees
Sponsored by SWS.

★ Marisela Martinez-Cola was awarded a National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH)-Mellon Mays Fellowship for
her project “The Brick Before Brown v. Board of Education: A Digital Map.”

★ Brittany Battle, Carrie Smith, Jessie Daniels, and Joya Misra were recipients of the 2022 Eastern Sociological

Society’s Public Sociology Award. These awards seek to recognize sociologists who have both done cutting-edge
sociological research and engaged in meaningful public work using that research. Meaningful public work includes high
profile public dissemination, such as Op-Eds or public media appearances, but especially values sustained public work
that uses sociological skills and research in ways that help organizations or persons with which the scholar works, helps
resist policies by institutions or government that cause harm and promote policies that help people, direct service to
research participants, and in other ways.

★ Ethel Mickey is joining the Sociology Department at California State University - San Bernardino as an Assistant
Professor for fall 2022.

★ Congratulations to SWS members who are newly elected American Sociological Association leadership:
○ Joya Misra, ASA President-Elect
○ Jennifer Reich, Vice President-Elect
○ Lorena Garcia, Council Members-at-Large
○ Victoria Reyes, Council Members-at-Large
○ Barret Katuna, Committee on Committees
○ Tey Meadow, Committee on Committees
○ José A. Muñoz, Nominating Committee
○ Elizabeth A. Armstrong, Publications Committee
○ Laura Kramer, Retirement Network Advisory Board
○ Many of our members also now hold leadership positions in ASA Sections - congratulations to all!

Feminist Impact Work
★ Kimberly Kelly, Marybeth C. Stalp, and colleague’s article, "Choreographing Social Reproduction: Making Personal
Protective Equipment and Gender During a Neoliberal Pandemic" was included in the World Health Organization
Covid-19 Global Research Database.

★ Meghan Krausch published an Op-Ed at Truthout, “Prison Pen Pals Chip Away at the Prison-Industrial Complex One
Letter at a Time,” about letter writing to and from prisons as a form of concrete abolitionist action.

★ Joya Misra and Kyla Walters share a piece at The Conversation, "Store Credit Cards Generate Profits and Disgruntled
Workers".

★ Mindy Fried launches Season 2 of her podcast The Shape of Care. Listen to the trailer HERE.
★ Chloe Bird was a guest on Minnesota Public Radio call in show to discuss medical gaslighting and women’s health.
★ Victoria Reyes published an Op-Ed in the Los Angeles Times, “I am the product of rape. Here’s why I support abortion
rights.”

★ Myra Marx Ferree published a piece for The Gender Policy Report, “Abortion and Privacy.”
★ Gina Marie Longo published an Op-Ed in the Richmond-Times Dispatch, "Musk Twitter debate misses bigger issue for
democracy."

★ Andréa Becker published an Opinion Essay, with a quote from Jennifer Reich, in The New York Times, “Men Have a
Lot to Lose When Roe Falls.”

★ Mary Bernstein published a full length feature article in the Boston Review, “Are the Courts the Way to Queer Rights?”
★ Heather R. Hlavka’s work with Restorative Justice in Movement, a community participatory action research program
for women and nonbinary-identifying persons to reclaim their voices, stories, and spaces post-pandemic through
embodiment practices and movement toward empowerment and gendered healing, was featured in the Milwalkie

Neighborhood News Service and in an interview with Wisconsin Public Radio. And, you can watch a student-created
short documentary trailer about the project on Vimeo.

★ Mindy Fried, as co-director of Hoopla Productions, received a $30,000 grant to adapt her co-created production,

Finding Home: Immigrant Stories and Music in Boston and Beyond, in collaboration with ZUMIX, a nonprofit that
nurtures and supports youth in the arts and arts production. This work celebrates the strength, tenacity and creativity of
Boston-based immigrants, and features 16 musicians, dancers and storytellers from a wide range of backgrounds who
shared their stories about the joys and struggles in their quest for “home”. The production broadens the definition of who
is an immigrant to include indigenous people who were here first, enslaved people who were forced to come, and those
who came to this country of their own volition and for a variety of reasons (e.g., economic, safety).

★ Stacy Torres shares an Op-Ed in the San Francisco Chronicle, “No, I’m not ‘fine’ and neither are millions of Americans.”

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES & RESOURCES
★ SWS 50th Anniversary Funds to Provide Direct Financial Support to Members in Crisis: SWS Council has

approved the establishment of three funds to support the needs of our members. Grants from these funds are designed
to be small awards to alleviate immediate needs. SWS can offer this funding in 2021 because of cost savings from not
holding in-person meetings in Summer 2020, and Winter and Summer 2021.

SWS Member Emergency Fund ($20,000): During these uncertain economic times, we recognize that some

members need immediate help, so we have strategized about how to offer modest relief. Members will be able to
request one-time financial assistance with an economic setback and we will do our best to help them.

Victim Advocacy Fund ($10,000): The Victim Advocacy Fund will offer financial assistance to those in need of

legal services because they have been the victim of a crime or of unfair treatment in the academy or in larger society.

Systemic Racism Fund ($10,000): The Systemic Racism Fund offers support to expressly combat systemic

racism faced by our members during political protests, interactions with institutions, and other types of experiences.
Members can only apply for funding from one fund for up to $500 USD. Please see the form for more details.
Direct link to the form: https://sws.memberclicks.net/servicefunds50thanniversary

★ Applied Worldwide Partnering with Sociologists for Women in Society: Applied Worldwide has forged a new
partnership with Sociologists for Women in Society (SWS) to highlight and connect feminist applied professionals.
SWS members have been invited to submit Applied Worldwide profiles that are also linked to the SWS web site and
feminist applied professionals are encouraged to join SWS. Applied Worldwide is a content production and media
company focused on enhancing a vision of applied sociology. They provide their audience with high quality content,
services, and partnerships that center sociology on its practical knowledge and skills. By partnering with professional
organizations, university departments, and individuals, we represent the work and ideas of over 100 sociologists and
students from over 20 countries. To learn more about Applied Worldwide, you can visit the website at
https://www.appliedworldwide.com.

★ FEMINIST RESOURCE COLLECTIONS FOR COURSE PREP AND BEYOND: Looking for feminist resources for

the (re)design of a course? Check out the following:
SWS member crowdsourced list of Global Teaching Resources on COVID-19 and SWS’s list of Black Feminist
●
Scholars.
The Gender & Society blog's pedagogy project includes a series of teaching modules created by students from
●
around the world that center topics important to the sociology of gender. Gender & Society authors and board
members reviewed and edited these lesson plans to ensure that they will be helpful tools in building your syllabi.
Signs has a collection of syllabi suggestions for some commonly taught courses in women's, gender, and sexuality
●
studies.
The SWS Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) has compiled a
●
collection of teaching materials, “Applying the CEDAW Framework to Teaching About Women’s Struggles During
the Time of COVID-19”

★ SWS LISTSERVS: SWS has a number of listservs available for members. You can manage your subscriptions to them
in your MemberClicks Profile. To subscribe to the general listserv, send an email to: sws@lists.socwomen.org. If you
have questions about your listserv setup, please email Natasha Santana at: nsantana@socwomen.org.

★ DIGITAL SOCIOLOGY LAB CALL FOR BLOG POSTS: The Digital Sociology Lab is now accepting blog posts,

come write for us!
What is the Digital Sociology Blog? The Digital Sociology Blog is an extension of the Digital Sociology Lab. The goal
of the blog is to create a collaborative, digital space for writers of all backgrounds to contribute to the growing dialog of
digital sociology. Students, faculty, staff, and community members are welcome!!! The Digital Sociology Lab’s mission
interrogates digital inequalities, combats digital divides, and expands digital social justice on a local, statewide, and
global level. Any blog post that aligns with these topics will be considered.
Submission Requirements - *Submissions are on a rolling deadline.*
● Must be sociological in nature, a focus on the digital and current events is encouraged
● Posts should be between 500 to 700 words
● Must use a conversational, semi-formal tone
● Must include a title and keywords upon submission
● Must cite all sources–visual and literary
● All work must be original
Questions, Comments, or Concerns?
Please contact the DSL Blog Manager, Georgia Rodgers (digitalsoclab@vcu.edu)..

★ UPCOMING CONFERENCES:

★ 15th Annual Mentoring Conference at the University of New Mexico, "Fostering Diverse Communities of
Mentorship: Evidence-Based Practices for Reciprocal Growth,” Albuquerque, NM, October 24 - October 28,
2022.
★ RestoreHER Inaugural Research Conference, “SEEN: The Importance of Inclusivity and Accessibility in Criminal
Legal System Research,” Savannah, GA, September 30 - October 1, 2022. RestoreHER is a policy advocacy
reentry nonprofit organization led by directly impacted women focused on improving the conditions of incarceration,
ending prison birth, and developing the leadership of system impacted people. The inaugural national research
conference is focused on transparency and access to research and data, specifically as it relates to justice impacted
women in the United States, and the prejudicial impact of inadequate data on advocacy efforts in the women’s
criminal justice reform movement. This conference will be the first of its kind, that centers on the voices of lived
experience and utilizes an interdisciplinary approach to share and advance research beyond the halls of academia
and the criminal legal system. Bringing together experts in academia, the medical field, and vitally - people directly
impacted by incarceration, we can bridge significant gaps and create relationships that will propel our work.

★ CALLS FOR PAPERS (CFP), ABSTRACTS & COLLECTIONS: View more details about these and other calls on
SWS’s Learning Management System. The Learning Management System is accessible for all current members.

★ Invitation to Contribute to Encyclopedias - Todd Shackelford (Psychology, Oakland University) is curating two
new encyclopedias, and would like to extend an open invitation to prospective authors interested in contributing
entries. Prospective authors are also encouraged to recommend colleagues or graduate students to contribute
entries. The Springer Nature Encyclopedia of Domestic Violence will be a comprehensive encyclopedia of domestic
violence, and will include over 2,000 entries from authors across a wide array of disciplines. The Springer Nature
Encyclopedia of Sexual Psychology and Behavior will be a comprehensive encyclopedia of evolutionary perspectives
on sexual psychology and behavior, and will also include over 2,000 entries from authors across a wide array of
disciplines. For additional information about either of these encyclopedias, or for a complete list of available entries,
please contact Editor-in-Chief Todd Shackelford (shackelf@oakland.edu) or Section Editor Gavin Vance
(gvance@oakland.edu).
★ Call for Papers, Volume 40, Research in the Sociology of Health Care: Social Factors, Health Care
Inequities, and Vaccination - Papers dealing with macro-level system issues and micro-level issues involving
social factors, health care inequities, and vaccinations are sought. This includes examination of health and health
care issues of patients or of providers of care both in the United States and in other countries. Papers that focus on
linkages to policy, population concerns and either patients or providers of care as ways to meet health care needs of
people both in the U.S. and in other countries are solicited. The social factors could include race and ethnicity, SES,
and gender along with other social factors. Papers could provide linkages to vaccinations for infectious diseases
including COVID-19 but can also deal with chronic health disease issues and an array of concerns linked to inequities
in access to care. Both quantitative and qualitative papers are appropriate for this volume. This volume will be
published by Emerald Press. The volume will contain 10 to 14 papers, generally between 20 and 35 pages in length.
Send completed manuscripts or close to completed papers for review by October 1, 2022. For an initial indication of
interest in outlines or abstracts, please contact the same address no later than August 25, 2022. Earlier inquiries are
welcome and will be responded to when sent (in June, for example). Send as an email to: Jennie Jacobs Kronenfeld,
Professor Emerita, Sociology Program, Arizona State University, (phone 480-991-3920; Jennie.Kronenfeld@asu.edu).
Initial inquiries by email are encouraged and can occur immediately.
★ Call for Papers Revista CS 41, September-December, 2023 - Gender in War and Peace: Armed conflicts
are not gender neutral. They produce differentiated impacts on women and men. Women often bear the brunt of
violence and atrocities. Their impacts are further exacerbated by intersecting oppressions of race, class, ethnicity,
gender and sexual orientations. However, how these intersecting inequalities especially in relation to gender are
manifested and addressed in conflict and post-conflict situations remain largely unexplored. Keeping
intersectionality and gender as the primary focus, the purpose of this special issue of Revista CS is to explore the
stories of former guerrillas, racialized and rural women, as well as sexual minorities in conflict and post-conflict
environments. This issue specially focuses on the implementation of the gender commitments of the Colombian
Peace Agreement of 2016. The Colombian Peace Accord, which ended over fifty years of armed conflict between the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia-People’s Army (FARC-EP) and the state, marked a watershed moment in
the history of peace agreements, as for the first time it aimed to redress the disparate impact of armed conflict on
women and LGBTQ+. 130 out of its 578 stipulations had a gender focus, covering five areas: 1) comprehensive rural
reform for gender equality; 2) participation of women/LGBTQ+ in the peace implementation; 3) gender-specific
guarantees for security; 4) gender-sensitive reincorporation of ex-combatants; and 5) promotion of victims’ rights.
The submissions related to Colombia aim to analyse the implementation of these gender commitments of the peace
agreement from the perspectives of the female ex-combatants of the FARC, Afro-Colombian, Indigenous and
peasant women, and LGBTQ+. The scope of this special issue, however, is not limited to Colombia alone. We invite
research articles, photo essays and life story narratives from other countries of Latin America, that focus on the
topics related to gender in the context of conflict and post-conflict settings. We encourage the submissions to be
collaborative in nature – that they are written in collaboration with research participants who are female
ex-combatants, victims of violence, community and LGBTQ+ activists. In summary, this call seeks to collect
reflections and studies that engage with intersecting inequalities of race, ethnicity, class, and sexual orientation
focusing on gender relations in war and peace in Latin American region. To this end, we will give priority to
collaborative articles evidencing: 1) Intersecting inequalities of race, class, and ethnicity with a focus on gender
relations in conflict/post-conflict settings; 2) Implementation of the gender commitments of the peace agreements; 3)
Reincorporation of former female combatants into civil society; 4) Gender relations in war and peace; 5) Truth
commissions, forgiveness and reconciliation in gender perspective; 6) Methodological approaches to studying
intersecting inequalities and gender in conflict/post-conflict contexts.
Guest Editors: Dr. Erika Márquez Montaño (Universidad Icesi), Email: emarquez@icesi.edu.co, Dr. George Kunnath
(London School of Economics and Political Science), Email: G.Kunnath@lse.ac.uk.

Deadlines for Abstract and Article Submission: Please submit your abstract (welcome in Spanish and English) of
around 250 words by July 15, 2022. Abstracts should be sent to fvan@icesi.edu.co If your abstract is accepted, the
deadline for the submission of the full article is on November 15, 2022.
See the guide for authors at: https://www.icesi.edu.co/revistas/index.php/revista_cs/about/submissions. If you have
any questions about this call for papers, please contact us at cs@icesi.edu.co

★ Call for Proposals on Gender and the Built and Natural Environment - We are seeking proposals for

chapters in an edited volume on gender and the built or natural environment. We understand that exterior and
interior spaces impact and are impacted by gender. We welcome chapters on gender as it relates to climate change,
restorative development, environmental sustainability, space, place, and environmental justice. In addition, we seek
proposals connecting gender and the environment to micro-climates, indigenous communities, workplaces, and
health. Also of interest are gender and environmental movements, environmental precarity, and
environmentally-induced migration. Qualitative and quantitative approaches are welcome. Proposals must be at
least 500 words and include details about the research question, theory, methods, and any findings. Extended
proposals and rough drafts are encouraged. We seek proposals from all countries and regions; chapters must be
written in English. All work must be submitted as a Word document. The editors will base their decision to publish
submitters’ chapters on peer review. All correspondence should be sent to both editors v.demos.agr@gmail.com and
mtsegal.agr@gmail.com. Proposals due August 15, 2022. Final Versions due February 15, 2023. Editors: Vasilikie
Demos & Marcia Texler Segal. Projected Publication: 2023.

★ Call for Manuscripts and Book Proposals, New Book Series: Framing Structural Violence: Envisioning
Social Change in the 21st Century - The Series. This is a book series on structural violence. Structural violence is
often hidden as part of longstanding, taken-for-granted policies, mundane practices and traditions that normalize
acts of harm, trivialize injury, and minimize the injured. We see its presence, for example, in state-sanctioned police
killings of Black people; infrastructures that produce disproportionate pandemic deaths among the low-income; and
learning environments that foster disparate conditions and outcomes by race, gender, abilities and other social
identities. Invitation to Authors. We are inviting and accepting book-length manuscripts and proposals from
scholars and activists-scholars whose work contributes to how we conceptualize structural violence. The categories
of interest below are guidelines and are not exhaustive of the possibilities: law and policymaking; cultural, punitive,
ideological institutions undergirding civil society; extra-legal terror countenanced by the state (e.g. vigilante terror,
police violence, etc.); public policies and institutional practices (e.g. carceral institutions, inequities in education
including higher education, health, environment, employee rights, farming, food provisioning, minimum pay, housing,
immigration, etc.). We are particularly interested in histories and narratives of structural violence that address the
post 1970s retreat from social welfare functions and their replacement by a heightened emphasis on punishment
and austerity, which has disproportionately affected racial, ethnic, sexual and other social minorities in the U.S. We
also welcome US/comparative analyses, as well as those that examine other nation-states. Although modes of
structural violence provide a starting point for this peer-reviewed series, we are not seeking a simple focus on its
traumatizing effects. We would like the series to also explore the ways in which communities have responded to
structural violence and (re)imagined democratic social change and transformation through social policy, reformist
action, or popular mass movements. Understanding that these movements for social change are internally
fragmented, we invite projects that look at the debates around strategies, tactics and goals within movements
directed against the varying forms of structural violence. Editorial Board Members. Jamala Rogers, Nico Slate,
Manisha Desai, Randal Jelks, Scott Kurashige. Series Editors. Jennifer Hamer and Clarence Lang (Pennsylvania State
University, USA). Publisher: De Gruyter Press. Please visit https://framingviolence.com for more information,
submit proposals/manuscripts, and contact series editors. Series editors respond to correspondence within 5 days
of receipt.

★ Special issue of Sociology Compass on Practicing Privilege, Subverting Stigma: Men and Masculinities
in Women-Dominated Spaces. - Extended abstracts are due August 15, 2022. We invite submissions that
explore the presence of men in certain physical, social, or ideological landscapes that may threaten the privilege and
dominance associated with masculinity. In many women-dominated spaces, for example, men use certain strategies
to both challenge and uphold traditional gender norms. In other words, men and boys in women-dominated spaces
straddle conflicting roles- one that facilitates masculine power and privilege, and another that enables gender and
sexual stigmas. In this special issue, we bring together the different tactics men use to sidestep stigmas, justify their
presence, and negotiate masculine and sexual privilege across myriad of women-dominated spaces. We encourage
papers that consider a variety of entry points including appearance and aesthetics, family roles, hobbies, ideologies,
media and gaming, sex and sexualities, and/or work. Please reach out to co-editors Trenton M. Haltom
(trenton.haltom@bcm.edu) or Zachary Palmer (zachary.palmer@tamuc.edu) with any questions or to submit your
work! Read the full call for submissions HERE.

SWS Statements and Calls for Action
SWS: United Against All Wars. For an Intersectional and Global Solidarity (April 2022)
Message from SWS Leadership – United States’ Supreme Court’s Decision to Overturn Roe v. Wade –
Forthcoming Statement and Call for Action – Join the SWS Expert Database (June 2022)
We invite you to fill out this form if you’d like to be included in our listing of reproductive justice experts to be
showcased on our website: https://sws.memberclicks.net/sws-expert-database

SWS Virtual Feminist Engagement Opportunities

SWS Sexuality Researchers Workshop Group

If you are an SWS member and your research relates to sexuality, I hope you will consider joining the SWS Sexuality
Researchers Workshop Group. We meet every other Wednesday at 3:30pm EST on Zoom to share our work and give each
other feedback. We have had two meetings so far and there is room for more participants to join. So far, the expectation is
that one member per session will share a draft of their writing prior to our meeting and then receive feedback in writing and
at the meeting. If you are interested, please email Dina Pinsky pinskyd@arcadia.edu

Learn more about the SWS Latinx Feminist Sociology Collective HERE.

More information about all of these opportunities and resources can be found on the
SWS Member Portal, MemberClicks: https://sws.memberclicks.net/

SWS CHAPTER UPDATES
SWS-Midwest
SWS-Midwest Meets for First In-Person Meeting Since Establishing as a Regional Chapter
By: Sadie Pendaz-Foster and Christy Craig
At the Spring 2022 Midwest Sociological Society (MSS) meetings in Chicago, SWS-Midwest had its first in-person meeting
since joining SWS as a regional Chapter. We were grateful to have the support of SWS to host refreshments and used the
time to reflect on the past and future of our organization (formerly entitled MSWS). We considered the vital historical role
the organization has played in being a literal and figurative safe space for feminist scholars in the Midwest since the 1970s
and charted plans for our future as SWS-Midwest. We had important conversations on how to enact leadership in our
chapter and are excited to learn from other SWS regional chapters on how to maintain and grow our efforts and mission.
Especially important were the voices of attendees, ranging from members and scholars who have been in this organization
for several decades to brand new participants, that the SWS-Midwest presence on the MSS program and as a social support
system for attendees is something we want to grow and preserve into the future.

IN MEMORIAM
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: Our next issue will include a section dedicated to family, friends, and loved ones lost
in the COVID-19 pandemic. Use THIS FORM to submit names of your loved ones to be included in our next issue.

ESTHER NGAN-LING CHOW (1943-2022)
Professor Emeritus of Sociology at American University, Dr. Esther Ngan-Ling
Chow, pioneered the analysis of the intersectionality of race, class, and
gender in the lives of Asian American women.
Born and raised in Hong Kong, Dr. Chow moved to the United States in 1966
to pursue her PhD in sociology at the University of California, Los Angeles.
Upon completing her PhD, she joined the faculty at American University
where she taught and researched a range of topics that included the
intersectionality of race/ethnicity, class, gender, and sexuality; work and
family; migration and globalization; feminist methodology and pedagogy;
economy and society; and Chinese American studies. She was a pioneer in
the intersectional investigation of Asian American women and Asian
immigrant communities.
Dr. Chow’s service to the broader sociological community is prodigious. She
chaired the Asia and Asian American Section of the American Sociological
Association and Vice President of the Eastern Sociological Society. She has
also served on the editorial boards of Gender & Society, International
Sociology, and Rose Series Monograph on Sociology and Social Policy.
PHOTO: Esther Ngan-ling Chow
In a career that has spanned more than 50 years, Dr. Chow has not only been at the forefront of the analysis of gender, work,
family, and policy, but also brought attention to the relative lack of attention paid to Asian American women in feminist
scholarship. She has been the recipient of numerous awards and honors for teaching and her pioneering work, including the
SWS Feminist Activism Award (2008) and SWS Mentoring Award (2000) as well as the Jessie Bernard Award from the
American Sociological Association. She has also been the recipient of numerous research grant awards from the National
Institute of Mental Health, the U.S. Department of Education, and the National Science Foundation.
Esther was deeply devoted to her family and passionate about making a difference. She founded the True Light
Foundation—an organization aimed at reducing poverty and increasing educational opportunities for young women in rural
China.
The SWS Esther Ngan-ling Chow and Mareyjoyce Green Scholarship celebrates the legacies of Dr. Esther Ngan-ling Chow
and the late Dr. Mareyjoyce Green.
Esther’s Obituary can be viewed HERE.

SWS Mourns the Loss of Esther Chow - Join Us
We have created a Kudo Board where you can share reflections and memories of Esther. This board will be shared with her
family. You can add memories, messages, images, etc. the board HERE: https://www.kudoboard.com/boards/gX3g9uHD
Our upcoming 2022 Summer Meeting includes a Plenary where we will honor the life and work of Esther Ngan-ling Chow
on Sunday, August 7 from 10:15 am - 11:45 am in room 515B of the LA Convention Center. This event will be recorded and
live-streamed
Please stay tuned for more details on how SWS will continue to honor the life and work of Dr. Esther Ngan-ling Chow.
If you have ideas, please feel free to share them with Barret Katuna, SWS Executive Officer, at
swseo.barretkatuna@outlook.com.

PHOTOS (courtesy of Tracy E. Ore, Chris Bose, and Judith Lorber): Esther speaking and with colleagues at the 2009 Gender
Conference that she co-organized in Beijing
You can view an album of more photographs of Esther with colleagues at SWS events curated from the personal collection
of Tracy E. Ore HERE.

JUDITH “JUDY” GINSBERG WITTNER (1939-2022)
SWS mourns the passing of Judy Wittner. Her colleague, Anne Figert, shares the following talk she recently gave to honor
Judy’s legacy. You can read Judy's full obituary HERE.

Remembering Judy Wittner
By: Anne E. Figert
As academics we tend to measure our lives in articles and books, grants and
awards. We even call our version of a resume, a curriculum vitae (CV) or Latin
for “life course.” Over the course of our lives in colleges and universities, we
have friends and colleagues. Judy Wittner, my friend of 30 years, had all of
these academic successes listed on her CV. Judy retired in 2015 as a full
Professor of Sociology after 39 years of teaching and research at Loyola. She
was an active participant in Sociology at all levels and one of the founding
mothers of Women’s Studies in 1979. Although she would not tell you herself,
she was an expert in ethnographic research and gender studies – being invited
to teach field methods and gender studies in workshops or in visiting professorships across the world. She was the
co-author of a best selling book in the Sociology of Gender. Gendered Worlds is now in its 4th edition with Oxford University
Press. She was also the co-editor of Gatherings in Diaspora: Religious Communities and the New Immigration with Temple
University Press, a collection exploring religious communities and immigration. Judy was an award winning teacher, a
recipient of the SWS Mentoring Award (2006), and the CV list goes on, but Judy Wittner was so much more than her CV.
As we gather here today, tell stories, and remember her, certain themes run through the remembrances. Judy Wittner was a
force of nature, she has had a major impact on students and faculty alike and we gather here to remember her. I received
texts and emails and posts from former students and colleagues all over the world who knew and loved Judy and talked
about the lasting impact of her presence in their lives. She thought that sociology should not just be an academic discipline,
she did a great deal of community work or public sociology before and after the Center for Urban Research and Learning was
established at Loyola University - Chicago.
She was a person who cared deeply and passionately about people and society. She was a wise, compassionate, and
sometimes aggravating mentor, teacher and friend to students, staff and faculty colleagues alike. “Sit down” was a common
invitation, and indeed Judy’s office and home in Evanston was often the gathering place for both faculty and students to
talk about sociology and life. As an exemplary qualitative researcher, she was incredibly funny and would state that one of
her proudest achievements was an A in graduate statistics at Northwestern!
Other favorite Judyisms include:
● “Show me, don’t tell me!”
● “No good deed goes unpunished.”
● “This too shall pass.”
● Instead of, “Are you sure you want to do that?” She would ask, “Why do you want to do that?”
● “Organize! Always be on the front lines.”
One of the most important lessons Judy has taught us: “To study the world, study up, not down.” She believed that it is our
responsibility to study and fight for those who do not have power and to try to make the world a better and more just place.
When she wasn’t in her office, she attended events on campus, at professional meetings and even helped to organize the
food service workers on campus and was constantly at political marches. She supported people from all walks of life. Judy
was the conscience of the department and university. No matter what the issue, she was there to speak truth to power
(always on the side with the oppressed). She marched, listened, organized, and encouraged colleagues and students to do
the same with honesty, wisdom, and generosity. She had an ability to draw people into conversations about issues that
mattered. I know that am a better sociologist from talking and listening to Judy mentor students in proposal hearings, trying
to answer her questions as to why I might think a particular way, and from being on the end of one of Judy’s fabulous editing
jobs of my written work. But I think more importantly, I am a better person for having her passion, energy, and friendship in
my life.
Most of us do not get to choose how and when we depart from this earth, and I know that Judy would not have chosen to
spend the last couple of years of her life in quarantine in memory care. But we can choose how we treat other people and
gifts that we can impart to others. Once when I visited Judy during the COVID, we were all masked and could only meet
outside. I was worried that she would not know who I was but as I approached and pulled down my mask from a distance,

she called out “Anne, come sit down!” This was the last time I saw her in person and what a gift she gave to me. I hope that
you remember Judy this way: a vibrant, active, wicked smart, and generous person. I miss her dearly and am glad that we can
be together and celebrate her life. May her memory continue to be a blessing.

GENDER & SOCIETY
Gender & Society Impact Factor Increase! Highest Impact Factor Ever For The Journal!
We are proud to share that Gender & Society’s Impact Factor has increased to 4.314, as compared to last year’s 3.657. We
have also learned that this is the journal’s highest Impact Factor ever for the Journal!
This means that now Gender & Society is ranked 20/148 in the Sociology category and 3/44 in Women’s Studies! This moves
the journal up one rank in Sociology and at the same position in Women’s Studies.
Congratulations to Barbara Risman, Gender & Society Editor and to the Gender & Society Editorial Team and Editorial Board!
Special thanks to the Reviewers, Readers, and All Supporters!

About Gender & Society: Gender & Society is a peer-reviewed journal, focused on the study of

gender. It is the official journal of Sociologists for Women in Society, and was founded in 1987 as an
outlet for feminist social science. Currently, it is a top-ranked journal in both sociology and women’s
studies. Gender & Society publishes less than 10% of submitted papers. Articles appearing in Gender
& Society analyze gender and gendered processes in interactions, organizations, societies, and global
and transnational spaces. The journal primarily publishes empirical articles, which are both
theoretically engaged and methodologically rigorous, including qualitative, quantitative, and
comparative-historical methodologies. Gender & Society also publishes reviews of books from a
diverse array of social science disciplines.

NEW! On The Gender & Society Blog
“Do the Marriageable Men Want to Protect and Provide? The Expectation of Black Professional Hybrid Masculinity” by
Marbella Eboni Hill
“Gender-Typed Skill Co-Occurance and Occupational Sex Segregation in U.S. Professional Occpations” by Constance Hsiung
“Black Mothers and Vaccine Refusal: Gendered Racism, Healthcare, and the State” by Courtney Thornton and Jennifer A.
Reich
“Gender, Veiling, and Class: Symbolic Boundaries and Vieling in Bengali Muslim Families” by Md. A Sabur
“Where are We Closing the Gender Gaps in Time Use?” by Man-yee Kan and Muzhi Zhou
“Plastic Bodies: Women Workers and Emerging Body Rules in Service Work in Urban India” by Asiya Islam
“More Dads are Home Taking Care of Children Than Ever Before - Are Views About Gender and Work Changing?” by Arielle
Kuperberg and Pamela Stone
“From the Gospel to Pregnancy Tests: Evangelism in Pregnancy Centers” by Kendra Hutchens

Gender & Society Podcast
Did you know G&S has a podcast?! Check it out here.

2022 WINTER MEETING MEMORIES
The Annual Silent Auction raised $2,930.21 for local organizations, Tewa Women United, MANA de Albuquerque, and El
Chante, selected by Roberta Villalón, SWS President. Thank you to all who donated!

PHOTOS (courtesy of Tracy E. Ore): (top) Group photo with a beautiful backdrop from Santa Ana Pueblo; (second row left)
Katie Acosta, the 2020 SWS Distinguished Feminist Lecturer Award Winner, delivers the keynote address; (second row
right) SWSers sharing their work at a roundtable; (bottom) Professor Aurora Vergara speaks on a Presidential Plenary Panel.
THANK YOU, Tracy, for sharing your talents with us to capture all the love and energy at the 2022 Winter Meeting! You can
see more of Tracy’s photos of the Winter Meeting HERE.

2022 SUMMER MEETING
“Rethinking Feminist Sociologies in the Era of Global Pandemics - Part Two”
Los Angeles, California, August 5-9, 2022

THEME: The global pandemic unleashed by COVID-19 exacerbated pre-existing social inequalities while simultaneously

generating intersecting issues across socioeconomic, racial, ethnic, gender, sexual, geopolitical lines worldwide. As feminist
sociologists, we were able to identify the inequalities that were intensified and were also ready to join forces with the many
social movements devoted to dismantling systems and practices of oppression. However, we were frustrated with the
arbitrariness of local, national, regional and international policy-making, the widespread resistance to be informed by science
and the persistence of disciplinary and partisan fragmentation and mutual distrust, all of which delayed or prevented the
imperative need of bridging across differences to collectively address a global threat to humanity. Moreover, we were
puzzled with the ontological and epistemological crisis that the coronavirus presented: assumptions about the form and
nature of social reality as well as existing theories of knowledge and research methodologies were put into deep
questioning. In our 2022 Hybrid Winter Meeting, we began to reflect on how this complex crisis challenges feminist
sociologies. Join us this Summer to continue the conversations we started in the Winter so that we can ensure that the
relevance of feminist thought and practice becomes key to turning the page, end the era of extreme inequalities, and build
alternative futures.

GENERAL INFORMATION:

The 2022 SWS Summer Meeting will take place in tandem with the American Sociological Association’s (ASA) Annual
Meeting at the Los Angeles Convention Center in Los Angeles, California.

Cost for Registration: As per a long-standing agreement between SWS and ASA, SWS Summer Meeting attendees must
be registered for the ASA 2022 Annual Meeting. We recognize that meeting costs add up, therefore to address affordability,
we will provide a series of mechanisms to help members offset conference expenses. The cost of registering for the SWS
Summer Meeting is $75 for higher income members, and $40 for students and retired members as well as members with an
annual income lower than $40,000. Registration includes the Awards Banquet to be held on Sunday evening at the LA
Convention Center. Regarding Covid-19 protocols, all SWS attendees must comply with ASA Health Regulations.

Register for the 2022 Summer Meeting: https://sws.memberclicks.net/2022smregistration

Can't join us in person? SWS members will also be able to watch the portions of the SWS Summer Meeting program that
will be livestreamed for a suggested donation of $10. Deadline to register is July 18, 2022.

See the Full Program HERE
“Thank you!” to the 2022 Summer Meeting Program Committee Members:

Veronica Montes, Erika Busse-Cardenas, Alexis Grant-Panting, MaryAnn Vega, Tracy E. Ore

**For the most up-to-date information about the meeting visit:
https://socwomen.org/summer-meeting-2022/
Questions??

Please direct questions to Barret Katuna, SWS Executive Officer, at swseo.barretkatuna@outlook.com.
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